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Chapter 1 

 Introduction 

 

Among numerous aspects focused on research, the medical domain owes to keep its place by 

attracting researchers and practitioners with Challenges triggered in the medical environment 

demanding advancements and evolutions. The considerable acceleration rates in the data 

collection process, with accumulated voluminous data aggregated from several heterogeneous 

repositories, reported a breakthrough in scientific applications endeavoring focus mainly in 

healthcare. The complexities embedded in medical data pave the path in newer directions of 

analysis promoting improved therapies by boosting and questioning researchers to come up with 

improved solutions exploring medical and health problems. 

This 21st century is undoubtedly ruled by a powerful tool-"the data" that is increasingly valuable 

with dynamic economies being framed by the dictators who control it, and medical data is in no 

sense an exception. Health care information aims in benefitting individuals, public health, and 

research advancements in the medical domain [1]. The health data promises a primary advantage 

to the patient from whom the information was secured and later extends its usage to outside 

society with an expanded scope of digitization and Health Informatics. 

Health data, in its variable form and complexities, is hindering a wave of standardization for 

efficient handling of unstructured data, as 65% of medical data owes to be unorganized and 

unstructured. Such low-quality data fails to sustain its efficacy and needs to be tuned for 

improving the quality of medical analysis. Few methods like utilization of integrated data 

analytics, computing tools for quantitative and qualitative analysis of health data, and measures 

to maintain accurate authenticated data aid in leveraging the overall performance of analytics. 
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                               Figure 1.1:  Data Science in Healthcare 

Data mining a subset of Data science that includes a fusion of data analytics, machine learning, 

systems, and scientific expertise has already received its honor in various fields with health care 

worth enough to be addressed in the context. Several applications in health care like Tracking 

and preventing diseases where health care professionals receive new information from health 

data analytics via e-heath [2] provide increased knowledge for sharp diagnosis and optimal 

therapy. New Drug discovery remains to be a vital process that is efficiently handled by rotating 

the drug discovery paradigm upside down with patient response data helping in the discovery 

process.  

One more crucial and inevitable usage of data science towards the health environment is through 

medical Imaging. Medical imaging technologies provide perception to view the human body for 

diagnosis, monitoring, and handling several medical conditions. Science with technological 

advancements helped researchers to get deep into the analysis and identifying sequences of 

genomes for un-wrapping the irregularities and identifying the correlations between genome and 

disease.  

The Predictive models contributed by data scientists provide a virtual platform for assisting 

patients suffering from psychological problems like anxiety, depression, Alzheimer's, and many 
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more. Science into an analysis of drugs that dictate the underlying therapies are reflecting new 

inclinations for Drug discoveries and also aiding in Drug repositioning. The current scenario is 

voting high for repositioning as new drugs are constrained to several regulations and overcoming 

clinical gateways involving long-duration clinical trials turn out to be expensive.  

Hence with all these improved features, data science is striking the medical industry at high 

speed with improvements and advancements at each phase.  

1.2 Health-care and Decision Support 

Medicine and Healthcare are two such entities that undoubtedly dictate human lives. Medicine 

mainly relied on doctor-advised prescription, which in some cases may be prone to 

complications. But data science into health care is aiming at improved diagnosis based on 

personalized therapies, with appropriate measures for drug responses, and skillful decision 

making thereby improving recovery rate. The transformations indulged by science over 

technology are leveraging the performance graphs on the scale of recovery rate. 

As health care system is characterized by the way it is organized and its economic feasibility in 

delivering to society [3]. The aim of such systems lies in enhancing patient health efficiently 

with available resources and evolving needs.  

Handling and taking appropriate decisions n healthcare plays a vital role. Several factors need to 

be focused on related to health care and therapy like the cost involved, the period for recovery, 

and systematic treatment. Even other factors like the personality traits of patients affect the 

health decisions related to drug responses. Numerous health resources are in availability from 

healthcare providers and web sources involving a series of questionnaires convenient to answer 

for deciding on what treatment  

In a few scenarios decisions are supported by sharing and discussing the issues with health 

professionals. Decision making as a process iterates around gathering facts that are needed for 

optimal solutions, clarity in defining the facts, analyzing or brainstorming the instances, deriving 

conclusions on the positives and negatives, and finally deciding the suitable solution followed by 

a follow up depicted in the Figure. The role of physicians in such decision systems facilitates and 
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improves quality with their pertinence participation. Thus the healthcare decisions sound to be a 

key ingredient in improvements and reforms of the medical society. 

                              

                                              Figure 1.2: Decision making process                                                      

 

1.3 Clinical Decision Support 

A clinical decision support system is concentric around analyzing health care for improved 

decisions thereby raising the patient recovery rate. Clinical decision support systems contradict a 

normal decision support system in terms of data being considered for analysis and clinical 

knowledge of several factors related to patient data. 

A CDSS is an active knowledge-based system using the patient-sensitive variables for proposing 

Health emergencies and treatments. It is a combination of Health with Technology involving 

staff, patients, clinicians, and knowledge from reliable sources favoring enhanced health with a 

wider variety of tools helpful in clinical workflow refining decision making. This decision 

support system is built on three main requirements namely Increased Adoption and effective 

usage, optimal knowledge available at times of need, and recursive improvement of knowledge 

and the methods in CDSS. These systems fall into categories like knowledge-based and non-
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knowledge-based with the former type built upon a structured knowledge base and later 

differentiated with the application of machine learning models like Artificial neural networks and 

genetic algorithms. 

 

 

               Figure1.3:  Clinical Decision Support System 

Robert Hayward well defined it as the one that links health surveillance with health knowledge 

to impact health decisions by clinicians for upgraded health care. It renders its assistance to 

clinicians for better analysis, diagnosis, and prognosis assisting prevention with evolutions. 

Despite the ascendancy of clinical systems few pitfalls in the path need to be well evaluated like 

evolving clinical challenges, Implementation hurdles, Prolongation of the maintenance process, 

and timely upgrading of evaluation process within the system. Overcoming all the 

aforementioned issues Clinical decision support system has a long way to go and achieve the 

finest solutions.  
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1.4 Data Mining Techniques  

Data Mining, a process constituting analysis and contributing enhanced decision support in 

discrete zones of Target marketing, fraudulent operation detection, competitive decision analysis, 

and quality assessment promise to keep its pace even in health care for accurate and efficient 

results. The underlying techniques in mining help uncover the hidden patterns that could increase 

and optimize the quality of decision-making.  

The technologies that are used for better performance attainment in the data mining process 

include machine learning, Decision support systems, statistics, Information retrieval system, 

databases, and data warehouses. Among the several data mining techniques prevailing few are 

outlined as Association Mining, Classification, Prediction, Clustering, Regression, and Outlier 

detection [4].  

                                

                                      Figure 1.4:  Data mining Techniques 

The process of data mining initiates with data integrated from several heterogeneous sources 

subjected to data cleaning, transformation, and data reduction. The preprocessing step is said to 
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occupy much of the share in the mining process and is later followed by different mining 

techniques based on the requirements of the data analysis task. 

Association Mining analyzes to recognize the associations among different attributes in 

databases with the rule learning technique. These techniques also play an important role in 

updating masked patterns in data. The rules determined in the learning mechanism helps in 

examining the behavior of the dataset. Association rules develop programs capable of  

Anomaly detection is one of the techniques in data mining that is well versed in identifying and 

predicting outliers, noise, and deviations from their normal behavior. The abnormal behavior 

helps in sensing the fraudulent operations thereby permitting to handle critical situations. During 

the analysis process, the data point that does not fit into any group is mainly considered in 

several applications like Intrusion detection systems, Health monitoring, risk analysis in the 

banking sector, big data analysis, and many more [5].  

Clustering indicates a group of similar objects with a higher degree of association between them. 

This helps the analyst to generate customer profiles. This unsupervised technique of data mining 

facilitates the grouping of objects based on the similarity principle, where each group guarantees 

the maximum similarity of objects contained. Clustering ensures improved visualization and 

enhances the clarity of data objects that help in better decision-making. The similarity-based 

cluster groups can be categorized into hard clustering or soft clustering, where the former 

permits a data point to be assigned into more than one cluster but the latter relaxes and permits a 

data point to belong to more than one cluster. Cluster analysis helps in market analysis, image 

processing, medical data processing, document analysis, spam filtering, identifying criminal 

activity, and many more. Clustering has many variations termed as types, of which few well 

known are k-means clustering, Mean shift clustering, Expectation-Maximization, DBSCAN, 

Agglomerative clustering, and the Gaussian mixture model clustering. 

The sequential Patterns identification task of data mining identifies a similar set of patterns in the 

given dataset for the value defined. It is used in domains like market research, stream analysis, 

and further. The sequence is considered based on the timestamp. The process involves finding 

the most frequent patterns aiding frequency support as a metric. It is quite difficult to identify the 
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frequent sequences due to exponential and combinational search space. Many algorithms like 

PSP, GSP are useful in mining sequential patterns. 

Decision trees are good visualization tools with a flow chart-like tree structure that highly aid in 

deciding the path to be considered. Each internal node in a decision tree signifies a test condition 

and every branch depicts an outcome of a test with leaf nodes representing class labels. In 

general association rules that are framed are better represented using decision trees. The usage 

scope of decision trees includes classification and regression applications. 

1.5 Benefits and Applications of DATA MINING 

The current world is information and completely data-dependent with a plethora of served 

knowledge-creating challenges as identifying useful insight takes a longer time on sheer volumes 

of data. Data mining [6] resolves this quench providing several benefits by eliminating problems 

related to huge volumes and challenging quality analysis. The benefits offered are summarized in 

the following section. 

 Companies are at an edge of advantage in acquiring reliable information which could 

help them gain profits. 

 The economic feasibility of data mining sounds to be efficient and cost-effective in 

comparison to other data-oriented applications. 

 The conclusions derived by data mining techniques permit businesses to make 

operational adjustments and attain profitable production. 

 The scalability of mining algorithms applies to both modern and legacy systems. 

 Data mining benefits organizations in detecting credit risks and fraudulent operation trace 

to thwart them. 

 Data scientists are benefitted from easy faster analysis of bulk amounts of data resulting 

in better decision making and improved product safety. 

 It benefits several domains like healthcare, the retail industry, and many more by 

initiating automated predictions of the trends and disclosing hidden patterns. 

After having discussed the unbiased benefits few backlogs still entail at a compromising edge. 

Among the complexity of data analysis tools, inaccurate or incompleteness of data, privacy 
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issues concerning private data disclosure among organizations are of the main focus. These 

hurdles need to be overcome with measures that simplify the usage of analysis tools facilitating 

ease of use with efficient results. Data incompleteness problems need to be addressed using 

proper preprocessing techniques that simplify data and transform it into a proper minable form. 

Sensitive and private data analyzed may be disclosed to other organizations overruling the 

security policies framed thereby bringing in a need for security provision [7]. 

Applications  

Applicability of a technique projects its effectiveness, meaning that more the number of 

applications more is its acceptance. A few of the applications areas are discussed below. 

1.5.1 Financial Analytics: One of the sectors most influenced and benefitted by data mining are 

Banking and Financial environments. These applications mostly rely on data repositories holding 

voluminous historical data that are useful in several applications like credit risk analysis by 

computing credit ratings, auditing and tracking the payments of loans, identifying the fraudulent 

transactions against crimes like money laundering. Data mining is successful in providing the 

needful with evolving computer forensics. 

1.5.2 Telecommunication Wing: This industry is revolutionized by the Internet service, and put 

forth's the need for data mining targeting improved quality and enhanced performance. Spatial 

databases holding information related to space and time are of concern in mobile computing, 

web services, and Ad-hoc telecommunications. Major applicable zones of data mining in the 

telecom industry are fraud detection, isolation of network faults, prediction of profits, customer 

profiling, and many more. 
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                                      Figure 1.5 Applications of data mining 

1.5.3 Intrusion detection: Any unauthorized activity initiated on a digital network ascertains an 

Intrusion and this technology-driven global era is questioning the network administration. The 

network resources are subjected to vulnerabilities in terms of confidentiality, Integrity, and 

unauthorized access. Hence data mining has emerged as a major remedy for Intrusion detection. 

Few data mining techniques like correlation analysis, regression analysis, visualization, and 

query tools enhance the detection of discrepancies, deviations, and anomalies promoting a high-

quality Intrusion detection. 

1.5.4 Retail Industry: The retail Industry mainly emphasis on sales of products, transaction 

history, goods delivery, consumption of goods, and customer services. In recent times the quality 

of data collected is growing dynamically with the ease provided in gathering data with 

advertisements and availability of the web. E-Commerce is populating databases with large 

amounts of data showcasing data mining features. The voluminous data dumped by e-sources 

provide scope for effective analysis by noticing the patterns occurring for improved customer 

service, satisfaction, and product quality. Put all at one data mining promises the retail zone with 

multidimensional analysis for sales, products, and sales campaigns supporting the retention of 

customers and cross-referencing of products. 
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1.5.5 Educational Sector: The educational sector has witnessed a tremendous increase in the 

usage of digital gadgets that led to enormous data volumes accumulated in repositories. 

Analyzing such large data volumes is not humanly possible nor can be made possible. To make 

analysis possible a complex set of techniques referred to as data mining is used to facilitate 

analyzing a large influx of data for decision making. 

1.5.6 Biological data analysis: Bioinformatics is defined as an area which deals with analyzing 

biological data that includes gene expressions, molecular patterns, sequences, and pathways. 

Analyzing such data permits transforming primary analysis outputs into research outcomes [8]. 

The results from such techniques leverage the applicable scope and promote enhanced decision-

making.  

1.6 Machine Learning and Data Mining 

Data mining in combination with Machine Learning is an interesting area in information science 

that aims in uncovering unseen patterns and deducing crucial information from data. Data mining 

performs the whole process of data analysis that even includes machine learning which learns 

automatically from experiences, constructing respective programs. 

Machine learning and intelligent systems can learn from the data analyzed by mining algorithms 

integrated from various sources [9]. Advancements in automated technologies about Machine 

Learning are providing improved features about therapy's success rate, impacting factors of 

drugs, and many more that have ever been witnessed. All these collectively aim at improving 

treatment quality and enhancing patient recovery rate. 

1.7 Need for Security in e-Health 

The current era of advancements in electronic and digitalized technology increased the scope of 

health data simulating the e-Health paradigm that started a new beginning in the lifeline of health 

data. E-Health aims in reflecting and improving healthcare in several ways like the way of 

thinking, technical betterment, and intention for committed global vision depending on 

information and communication technology. E-Health is ought to be an evolving discipline 

striving to aggregate medical informatics with public health over the Internet via corporate 

sectors indulged in health services intending improvements [10]. 
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With the emergence of e-Health, the face of medical data changed leveraging the scope of 

health-related data to better resolve a health concern. This data includes the health history 

information, symptoms, treatment preferred, individuals personality traits involved in responding 

to therapy like ethnicity, N-Score, E-score, F-score, etc and other information attained from the 

patients or their appointee. 

    

                                   Figure 1.6:  Clinical Decision Support System 

 

Such crucial and personal health data do entail a few ethical issues in combination with the 

security and privacy of data. This ethical issue focuses on the collection of data and its usage 

ensures that data misuse by non-research authorities for non-clinical uses owes to be ethically 

strong if and if there is an answer to the question in terms of risks and burdens that positively 

justify the society benefits. Eventually, the privacy council believing that health data collection 

excels in analyzing information on a large scale is at an edge of compromising data security by 

traffickers, hackers, data bundlers who vendor divulge the information leading to disclosure. 

Therefore proper regulatory mechanisms with accountability need to persist.  

Addressing the above-mentioned concerns is a challenging task with a proper balance between 

the pros and cons in handling medical data. The goals of data security in the electronic medium 

are confidentiality, integrity, and proper data availability. To attain this triad CIA, a strong 
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defense mechanism for resisting unauthorized access, usage, Interruption, disclosure, and 

destruction needs to be introduced. 

Third-party issues affecting security come into the light, when health care data [11] is subjected 

to outsourcing for various purposes promising to be beneficial. Mainly the corporate parties 

indulge in attaining profits by violating privacy rules with data attained from heterogeneous 

sources including Insurance companies. Hence as a part of medical practice, doctors acquire 

information that they intend to exchange with research and medical society employing sharing 

and publishing, with due respect to patient privacy [12]. This published data is processed for de-

identification, subsiding sensitive information to overcome data re-identification. 

To thwart various privacy attacks on patient private sensitive data, techniques involving 

Encryption, anonymity, security culture, auditing, monitoring, risk management, incident 

response strategy are preferred and discussed for an attack-free environment.  

1.8 Security Algorithms 

Databases accommodate crucial financial data, medical data, and data related to several profiles. 

The security breaches and vulnerabilities are waving at high speed raising alarms to secure the 

data, with organizations recommended to set regulations towards protecting sensitive data. 

Security algorithms are a step towards attaining security-encompassing mechanisms to provide 

services like confidentiality, integrity, and authentication [13]. Precisely talking not all security 

algorithms render similar levels of security instead based on the applications requirement 

security services are selected, to achieve a secure system. Among the secure algorithms falling 

into categories of symmetric and Asymmetric encryption, a few algorithms that are worth 

discussing in the present context are Attribute-based encryption and Hash-based cryptographic 

algorithms.  

The Security of Medical records and patient information is the most crucial aspect to consider in 

the e-healthcare industry [14]. An electronic medical record is elicited as an electronic standard 

of patient history stored by health authorities inclusive of crucial information that is needed to 

treat the patient. Electronic health records provide various advantages to doctors, patients, and 

healthcare authorities but, issues related to privacy that relate to patients' personal health 
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information are the cause for the low adoption of electronic EHR by several health organizations 

[15]. There is a need to examine the possible solutions that could address several issues 

concerning medical records. To handle the security issues encryption, Hashing, and masking are 

considered. 

Masking involves hiding data where all of the content cannot be seen on the screen i.e which can 

be used to hide the patient private attributes from unauthorized users. 

Hashing is the process of running the records through a mathematical computational algorithm to 

convert them into a hash function. The hash value obtained ensures access to predefined users 

and cannot get back into plaintext. The hash function provides data integrity that helps in 

averting the modification of records which adds additional security to the health records. 

Securing data is not an easy job, so utilization of security techniques is very important. Hashed 

secured passwords cannot be stolen. There is still no recognized encryption algorithm existing 

that misuses hash even if the hash is stolen. It cannot be applied to any other data. Each word is 

compared in a hash function which instantly recognizes the change in the record. This benefit 

can be used for comparing the record after sharing or storing it in the new place. 

Encryption deals with a confidentiality service that encrypts the data using encryption 

algorithms. It runs through algorithms using an encryption key that has an associated decryption 

key. This helps to store and transmit data safely, and the only way to view the data is by opting 

decryption key. There are many encryption algorithms like AES, DES, RC5, Blowfish, and many 

more. Cryptographic algorithms enhance security and are a vital component for protecting 

private information from unauthorized access enduring confidentiality, Integrity, Encryption, and 

Decryption process of data includes transposition, substitution, cipher theft and so on which 

strengthens the security of data. To enhance the Access control and authentication of medical 

records various cryptographic approaches are preferred, of which ABE is worth addressing for 

the current work. 

1.8.1 ABE (Attribute-based Encryption) 

Attribute-Based Encryption is a public key-based authentication mechanism that attained wide 

acceptance among many well-versed cryptographic algorithms. It offers encryption based on the 
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sensitive attributes and makes decryption possible upon a proper match of attributes within 

cipher-text and user key hence it is designated as a cryptographic primitive furnishing role-based 

access control. In this way, ABE provides accessibility to restricted users entailing pre-specified 

access permissions and highly ascertains collision resistance. The algorithms contribute two 

variations namely cipher-text policy-based ABE and key policy-based ABE [16]. Cipher text-

based performs encryption to generate a cipher-text such that it can be decrypted only by users 

authorized in the access structure. Coming to the key-based policy the attribute sets and private 

keys associated with access structures dictate the user authentication to decrypt a cipher text. 

ABE ensures security and privacy in various platforms among which health care owes to be an 

unbiased area. In such scenarios, an effective role-based access control mechanism is inevitable 

for managing patients' health data. The Figureure below depicts such a scenario where the 

algorithm offers security in an Electronic health care system based on an access list.  

 

                

                                   Figure 1.7:  Attribute based Encryption Scenario 
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1.9 Motivation    

Among several areas of research medical domain keeps its place by triggering challenges to 

researchers on issues like disease relevant treatment prediction, Drug response similarity 

prediction based on personality traits that abets drug repositioning. The quench for an optimal 

treatment is compelling practitioners to analyze the medical repositories holding published 

articles pertaining to therapy. Simultaneously the pharmaceutical sector is unable to withstand 

the restrictions and validations of new drug approvals including issues governing the economic 

feasibility of drugs. To withstand such complications drug developers are striving hard in 

figuring out novel applications for already existing approved drugs through drug repositioning. 

Nevertheless securing patient data accessed over distributed environments owes to be an 

unbiased issue that needs to be addressed with technological advancements [17]. The need 

divulged from the fact that medical records are outsourced for some reason leading to 

compromise in security services [18]. The aforementioned aspects indulge in motivating to get 

deep into them and identify the possibility of refinement scope that benefits the society and 

mankind. 

 

1.10 Problem Statement 

There are many ways of providing treatments for a disease, but an efficient method to evaluate 

the preferred treatment based on the case studies of that disease is a challenging problem in terms 

of Accuracy. 

Similar Drugs reflecting variable responses in patients is questioning the researchers to get deep 

insight and analyze the patient-sensitive attributes responsible for adverse effects. 

Introducing new drugs is a challenging and expensive issue as it put forth problems related to the 

duration of clinical tests and the economic feasibility of Drugs. 

Providing security to patients' data is a never-ending issue of concern, evolving gradually only in 

terms of improvement but never eliminated. 
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1.11 Objective of Work 

1. To develop a Disease treatment Prediction model using a Machine Learning approach 

with Preprocessing and Classification techniques. (Multivariate Disease Treatment 

Prediction) 

2. To develop an Improved Drug Consumption Similarity Prediction approach using a 

Novel clustering algorithm. (Novel Drug Response Similarity Prediction) 

3. To develop an enhanced Drug Repositioning system using K Nearest Neighbor and Ant 

Colony Optimization. (Hybrid Correlation-based Optimization) 

4. To develop an efficient Security framework for preserving patient data privacy using 

Improved Attribute-Based Encryption and Anonymization. (Enhanced Security 

framework ) 

1.12 Key Contributions 

1. A detailed comparative analysis with deep insight into the limitations and identifying key 

parameters affecting the Analysis of Medical data to improve the services they provide. 

2. An algorithm for Disease treatment Prediction using a Machine Learning approach with 

Pre-processing and Classification techniques. (Multivariate Disease Treatment 

Prediction) 

3. An Improved Drug Response Similarity Prediction approach using Novel clustering 

algorithm. (Novel Drug Response Similarity Prediction) for better treatment and 

improved accuracy rates. 

4. A Hybrid Correlation-based Optimization Framework aiding Improved Drug 

Repositioning for reducing the drug development timeline and cutting down the R&D 

cost. 

5. We Proposed an efficient Security framework for preserving patient data privacy using 

Improved Attribute-Based Encryption and Anonymization. Techniques (Enhanced 

Security framework ) 
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6. A comparative analysis with existing methods is contributed that project improved 

efficiency in terms of QoS factors. The approaches are evaluated through a simulator for 

validating the profound results 

1.13 Overview 

1. The first chapter describes the introduction to imperative aspects of Health care and Mining 

techniques, their features, Challenges, Applications, and security-related aspects of e-Health. 

2. The second chapter presents the related works and discussions on reviews related to Data 

mining techniques, Health care, Medical data, security in e-Health, and issues related to Disease 

treatment relation, drug responses, and drug repositioning. 

3. The third chapter presents a multivariate disease treatment classification technique based on 

machine learning approaches. 

4. The fourth chapter describes a novel Drug response similarity prediction system using a 

clustering approach that helps in improvising the accuracy rates of the profound treatment. 

5. The fifth chapter describes a correlation-based optimization technique that efficiently 

promotes the task of Drug repositioning. 

6. The sixth chapter describes an enhanced security mechanism that succeeds in providing 

security to patient-sensitive data. 

7. The seventh chapter projects a detailed result analysis and evaluation of the proposed research 

work. Further, the simulated results are compared with existing approaches and hereby 

discussed. 

8. The eighth chapter presents a summary of the profound work by contributing the 

improvements as conclusions of the thesis with extended future work. 

 

  


